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Unificationists who pioneer the path of Jesus are pitiful

Sun Myung Moon
June 30, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Hwa Gung in Las Vegas on 5.29 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

There are five participants at the meeting.

After Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech, Father said, “Unificationists who pioneer to further the path of Jesus
are more pitiful. Those who loved Jesus tried to block my path and eliminate me. It is the historians’ task who
study the history to clarify how I could have resolved and overcame the complications.”

“How pitiful it is that God, who runs the universe, could not freely behave through the couple of a man and a
woman.”

“Where is Won-joo (Mrs.McDevitt)? (Mother: ‘There seems to be something wrong with her eyes’) People have
such indemnity conditions.”

Through the conversation with Rev. Yang, Mother said, “The night before it was very windy and the boat captain
for Father, while preparing the boat for him, saved two persons (non-Unificationists) who were in the water. I do
not know the circumstances of how they fell in the water but they were almost dead when the boat captain saw
them in the water. (Since he was preparing his boat for Father and saved them from the water) It seems that
they were not to die yet. I am curious as to who they are.”

“I will do the night fishing. (Mother: ‘They say it is good to do fishing from 2:30 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Then there will
not be many mosquitoes.’)” “I have been interested quite a lot in the Vikings.”

“People did not know how history has developed. There will be more people who will ask me about the meaning
of the events in human history.”

(It was reported to Father that 109,393 copies of Father’s autobiography have been distributed in Las Vegas by
that day)

“(Indicating Father’s calligraphy on the wall, which is this years’ motto) “Yang Chang Shik, can you interpret
those words? (It is quite difficult)”

(To Rev. Yang) “Did you inform the Korean headquarters of what I had said to Hyo Yul (Dr. Peter Kim), the three
conditions? Without doing those, we cannot conclude human history. I will write a manuscript.”

(Regarding shooting Father’s Hoon Dok Hae and recording his words) “In my last days, to record my activities
are the treasures.”

“By clarifying the three kinds, tradition, Blessing, and grace centering on Christianity, Christianity can prevent
criticism towards it and then it will become the central religion.”
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